MICROVISOR- Samsung Center Filter Adapter - for model #ME19R7041FS
-Included items: 2 Samsung adapters/ 2- 2” #8 screws/ instructions

Thank you purchasing the Samsung Center filter adapter! In this model of Samsung microwave over the range, the
center filter causes the need for our mounting bracket
to sit 1” lower than the standard installation of our bracket, in order for clearance to be provided for center filter
removal. There are two pieces of the adapters provided,
and they are identical. The adapters are designed so that 1 adapter will sit in on each side of the pop out face filter. The
adapters will line up on each outside edge of the
MICROVISOR attaching bracket. A “helping set of hands”, will be useful during this installation to assist in holding the
brackets together while you are placing the screws
into position. This installation should take less than 10 minutes.
Step #1: Read the main instructions for installing the MICROVISOR, it will only take you’re a second and familiarize you
with the new adapter installation.
Step #2: Start by collecting the main attaching bracket and the 1 adapter piece. It is best to install one side at a time, by
placing the adapter with largest flap side facing down
onto the main bracket, so that the large finished flap covers the seam between the mounting bracket and adapter piece.
-The adapter piece is the box tube with flap, sitting atop of the main bracket in this illustration.
-The bracket resembles the money clip mouth, sitting below the adapter bracket in this illustration.

See picture:
Step #3: Insert the first two inch screw, into the “left” most available hole on your microwave chassis screw pattern
with the main bracket and 1 adapter piece.
Insert screw through the bottom of the main attaching bracket, continue passing through the new adapter into the
factory hole. In some occurrences, a little force
may be necessary to drive new screw into hole, this is normal. Tighten to just secure in place, do not fully tighten, as we
need to adjust it so as it will sit flush with the outside of
edges of the microwave chassis. While the bracket is suspended in place with the one adapter, move to the other side
to install adapter #2.

Step #4: Once the left screw is installed and the bracket is stable, insert the second adapter and screw in the same
fashion. Do not fully tighten.

Step #5: Once both adapters are installed, and flush with outside edges of microwave unit frame tighten both screws
until seated firmly. You do not need to
over tighten, just make sure to tighten the screws firmly.
Completed installation look/ see picture:

Step #6: With that completed, start cooking!!!!
If you need help, please visit our installation page for video installation of this product:
https://microvisorhood.com/how-to-install-instruction-video/
Or you can reach us at 201-388-4612 between the hours of Monday -Sunday/ 9-7pmEST/ Leave a message if our
switchboard is busy and we will get back to you within 12hours.

